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Lipinski hops aboard
CN bid to buy railway
Backers of purchase
gain a key supporter
By Gerry Smith
TRIBUNE REPORTER

Tribune photo by Nancy Stone

Herring gulls hang out at Montrose Beach on Wednesday. Increasing levels of trans-fats have been found in the gulls’ eggs.

Trans-fat rates on rise in gulls
Researchers focus on stocking of salmon as
factor in decline of herring gull population
By Tim De Chant
TRIBUNE REPORTER

Scientists looking for environmental contaminants in
the eggs of herring gulls
from the Great Lakes have
stumbled on something they
didn’t expect: trans-fats.
These fatty acids do not occur in nature; they are an ingredient in processed foods.
Yet trans-fats started appearing in herring gull diets almost 15 years ago and have
been increasing ever since,
according to a recent study
published in the journal
Ecology.
The source, of course, is
garbage, but experts say the
herring gulls likely are not
raiding the refuse bin by
choice. Ring-billed gulls, a
common smaller species, are
the ones more likely to be
seen begging morsels from
beach picnics and flying
around landfills.
Most herring gulls prefer

to eat fish, but the gulls prey
on the same fish as stocked
salmon, and the salmon have
been beating the birds to the
table.
As a result, herring gulls
are in decline across the
Great Lakes, and “the one
factor that definitely seems
to be universally important
is the introduction of these
stocked
[salmon],”
said
Craig Hebert, research scientist with Environment
Canada and the study’s lead
author.
The gulls’ unexpected foraging is just one example of
the
unintended
consequences of human intervention in the Great Lakes,
which has radically changed
the ecosystem. Fish stocking
programs have pumped
more than three quarters of a
billion non-native fish into
the lakes since 1965.
The stocking of salmon began with noble intentions.
By the 1960s, invasive ale-

wives were outeating native
fish and choking shorelines
with their rotting corpses.
Sea lampreys, another invasive species, had devastated
native predator populations,
and
fishery
managers
needed another fish to top
the food chain.
Experts hailed salmon as
the solution, as they were inexpensive to raise and easily
preyed on the smaller alewives. The salmon fishery
that emerged was a bonus.
The salmon proved voracious predators, and alewife
numbers dropped sharply.
That, however, was an unfortunate development for
the herring gulls, which had
grown used to feeding on
rainbow smelt and alewives,
both surface-schooling fish.
As salmon gobbled up those
species, the gulls appear to
have shifted to more terrestrial food, including trans-fat
laced garbage.
To study herring gull diets,
the scientists used small
samples from frozen eggs
collected over 25 years. When
trans-fats unexpectedly ap-

peared, they dug further,
looking at alewife and smelt
numbers.
The trends were striking.
As states continued to stock
salmon, alewife and smelt
numbers plummeted, and
gulls ate more trans-fats.
While junk food fattens humans, it has the opposite effect on gulls. Herring gulls
have lost substantial weight
and are laying smaller eggs,
lowering
their
chicks’
chances of leaving the nest.
Some experts are concerned that the Great Lakes’
salmon fishing industry also
may suffer if alewife populations continue to decline and
other non-native species are
added to the mix, altering the
food chain yet again.
Some experts, including
Mark Holey, project manager
for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, say the only way to
stem the tide of invaders is
by severing the Great Lakes’
direct ties to the oceans.
“Opening that door and
leaving it open has been just
a disaster for the Great
Lakes,” Holey said.

Canadian National Railway’s bid to buy the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Railway gained
momentum this week as a key
congressman joined a coalition of suburban leaders
throwing their support behind the controversial deal.
U.S. Rep. Dan Lipinski (DIll.) and the alliance of
mayors and village presidents from Buffalo Grove,
Crete, Des Plaines, North Riverside, Riverside and South
Holland say the proposed purchase could reduce or eliminate CN train traffic in certain corridors, leading to
fewer blocked crossings, idling trains and middle-of-thenight train whistles.
Lipinski’s support is key to
the coalition, which plans to
back the proposal officially at
a news conference Thursday.
As the only Chicago-area
member of the House Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee, Lipinski helps
oversee the U.S. Surface
Transportation Board, which
will decide on the purchase.
His endorsement puts him
at odds, however, with other
U.S. representatives from the
suburbs. Democrats Melissa
Bean and Bill Foster and Republicans Judy Biggert, Peter
Roskam and Don Manzullo
have criticized the deal.
Many suburbs along the
EJ&E would see a tripling or
quadrupling of freight trains,
and their leaders oppose the
plan. But Chicago and close
suburbs support the deal because they would see fewer
trains.
Lipinski said he waited to
endorse the proposal publicly

because he still had questions
about its impact on Amtrak
and Metra. Metra has said in
documents filed with federal
regulators that CN’s plan has
the potential for “major disruptive delays in commuter
rail service, which would
have devastating effects on
the riding public.”
The announcement comes
less than a week after CN
asked the Surface Transportation Board to rule by Oct. 15
on its proposed purchase of
the EJ&E—months before a
final environmental analysis
is expected. In return, CN
said it would not reroute its
freight trains onto the EJ&E
line until the board acts on
the environmental analysis.
CN said it would continue
to work with communities
along the EJ&E to reach voluntary agreement on lessening the impact of additional
freight trains. Many suburbs,
including Aurora and Barrington, want federal regulators to require CN to include overpasses as part of
their approval of the purchase.
Lipinski, whose district
covers the Southwest Side
and south suburbs, said he
understands the need for
overpasses along the EJ&E,
but said they are “not easy or
inexpensive to build.” Fair or
not, he said, CN will pay only
a fraction of the cost for overpasses, although he will push
the railroad to put up more of
its own money.
“That’s the way it has been
done throughout recent history,” Lipinski said.
CN plans to use the EJ&E
tracks, which form a 198-mile
arc from Waukegan to Joliet
to Indiana, to divert freight
traffic around Chicago’s congested rail corridor.
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HOME OWNERS!
Can you afford your mortgage?
If not, you may be a victim of

predatory lending.
You may be entitled to a FULL REFUND
of all principal, interest and
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